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ENTRANCE DOOR
Product Overview

Our aluminium entrance doors come
with a high level of insulation,
improved stability and advanced
security with different finishes and
literally hundreds of colours to choose
from.

We are the only door manufacturer in the UK
with a PAS 24 CERTIFICATION for doors up to
3000mm height!

Technical Specifications

System specification

Door system

Aluminium door system consists
of frame and leaf profiles, both
with thermal break..
System depth of 90mm ensures
stability.
Frame and leaf are fully flushed,
external and internal.
Possiblity to add side sections
and toplights or secindary leaf
for double door.

Insulation

Ud =0,75 W/m2K
(for door 1250x2500mm)

Materials

Dimensions

Security

Door widht goes up to 1500mm
while height goes up to
3000mm.
Side sections maximum width is
2600mm, while toplight can be
up to 1000mm high.
FESTA doors are fitted with a
five-point lock with main hook, 2
pin bolts, and 2 hook bolts in the
additional lock
cases.
Steel pin bolts provide a secure
hold in the door frame, while
hook bolts make pushing the
leaf and the frame apart harder.
The cylinder can be locked from
both sides - even if there’s
already a key in the lock.
Advanced security includes
additional locks, finger scanning,
automatic locking, etc. and is
available for a surcharge.

Thermal and acoustic
insulation layer in the door
leaf is 80mm wide.
Additional insulation in
aluminium profiles
providing thermal break.

Glass inserts

The finishing colour of
aluminium can be chosen in
the RAL chart. Certain
models can be produced as
dual-coloured or with wood
or concrete decor, stone
veneer or enamelled glass.

All doors with glass inserts
are fitted with
3-layer laminated safety
glass 4.4.2. + 5 float glass
+ 3.3.2;
Ug =0.6 W/m2K.
This guarantees increased
security and resistance to
accidents or burglaries
and meets the latest
energy efficiency
standards

ENTRANCE DOOR
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System depth 90mm

2

Thermal break in profile

3

Insulation in door leaf 80mm

4

Aluminium sheet 3mm

5

EPDM gaskets for optimal
weather tightness

6

Optional botton add-on with
thermal break

7

Seamless threshold access

